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Demands of the 99%
The Impact of Protest in Contemporary American Democracy
Introduction

Role in Our Democracy

In a modern democracy, protest is one way of exercising one's voice
outside of normal voting activity
Protests can signal a general sentiment of frustration, or lack of
legitimacy in a government during times of crisis
They direct public attention towards some form of injustice,
problem, or governmental failure
This can also solidify certain issues in the political conversations, or
spark new political movements
Through protests, the public can signal frustration in a government
and shift the conversation in a way that voting alone cannot achieve

Far too often, many people of "the 99%" (as protesters in the
Occupy Movement referred to the general public, as opposed
to the 1% of elites), have no way to impact politics beyond
voting
All of the protests mentioned below have come in response to
some form of governmental failure, whether that be
environmental degradation, destructive wars, racial injustice,
or economic inequality
When these injustices occur, the 99% can organize and carry
out mass protests, and in doing so, steer the political
conversation and shed light on their frustrations

Significant Protests
and their Impact
1960s, Anti-Vietnam War Protests: Throughout this decade, many Americans protested
against U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War. There was ongoing frustration over the mass
number of young men being drafted, and the war seemed unwinnable. The government's
mandate in Vietnam was crumbling, leading to mass protests. In the 1968 Presidential Election,
President Johnson ended his campaign for re-election due to the ongoing anger with his policy
towards escalation in Vietnam, eventually leading to the election of Richard Nixon.

Protest and Public Attitude
Generally, protest movements come at times of political crises or social tension,
which correlate with cynicism and frustration
However, some studies have shown that greater prominence of protests have
positive impacts on many individuals' feelings of efficacy, or their own ability to
influence government, as the case with impacting Latinx political attitudes after the
2006 Immigrant Rights Protest
Additionally, protests can potentially win over and shift public opinion, as with
racial attitudes of whites as a result of the 1950s/1960s Civil Rights Movement
For references, see American Journal of Political Science - Wallace, "Spatial and
Temporal Proximity: Examining the Effects of Protests on Political Attitudes," and
Mazumder, "The Persistent Effect of U.S. Civil Rights Protests on Political Attitudes"

Earth Day 1970: In 1970, roughly 20 million people protested in support of greater
protections on the environment, leading to the first Earth Day that year. This mass protest is
generally considered the start of the modern environmental movement, building on many
years of previous activism.
2011, Occupy Wall Street Movement: The Occupy Movement took place in response to the
financial meltdown of 2008, as a result of ongoing frustration against growing income inequality.
The movement signaled disappointment with the government and economic institutions, and is
considered one of the major pushes towards the current movement of progressive populism in
American politics.

2020, Black Lives Matter Movement: The 2020 BLM Protests in response to the murder
of George Floyd have been perhaps the biggest racial injustice movements in the last
twenty years. Spanning many cities and countries, the BLM Movement brought the
conversation on racial justice back to the forefront of American politics in advance of the
2020 U.S. Presidential Election

As protests garner public attention, they put a spotlight on
these injustices, and raise their awareness
Throughout our history, many individuals have had huge
impacts on American politics as a result of mass social
protests - they have led to the ends of wars, impacted
national elections, pushed legislation, and started new
movements
With any political dialogue, further spotlight can polarize
public opinion, which often happens with protests, but they
still spark conversations on topics that may otherwise go
completely ignored

